Driving New Value, Moving the World.
LAM 3500
DP/-8
CONTAINER/PALLET TRANSPORTER
LOWER DECK LOADER

main features

- Chainless load transfer system
- Short turning radius
- Engine mounted on hydraulic pull-out cradle
- Bridge titling capability
- Easy emergency system
- Hydrostatic brake, as standard

three versions

- M8 for rear loading only
- RF8 for rear loading and container rotation capability
- R8 for rear and side loading and container rotation capability

> Rubber wheels modules
> Easy transportation
> Simplified electrical system
CONTAINER/PALLET LOWER AND MAIN DECK LOADER

LAM 7000 DP/-9 EVO

15,500 LBS CAPACITY (7000 KG)

Driving New Value, Moving the World.
LAM 7000
DP/-9 EVO
CONTAINER/PALLET
LOWER & MAIN DECK LOADER

15 500 LBS CAPACITY
(7 000 KG)

main features

Chainless load transfer system
Short turning radius
Engine mounted on an hydraulic pull-out cradle
Easy emergency system
Clear deck

three versions

B9 Standard. Lower Lobe,
96” transfer width (10’ container or pallet lengthwise)

L9 Wide. Lower Lobe,
125” transfer width (10’ pallets crosswise or lengthwise)

MDL9 Universal. Main Deck and Lower Lobe,
125” transfer width (10’ pallets crosswise or lengthwise)
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CONTAINER/PALLET
UNIVERSAL LOWER AND MAIN DECK LOADER

LAM 14000
DP/MD8

31000 LBS CAPACITY
(14000 KG)
LAM 14000 DP/MD8
CONTAINER/PALLET UNIVERSAL LOWER & MAIN DECK LOADER

31,000 LBS CAPACITY (14,000 KG)

main features

Chainless load transfer system
Short turning radius
Engine mounted on pull-out cradle
Easy emergency system
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CONTAINER/PALLET HEAVY DUTY MAIN DECK LOADER
LAM 27000 DP/B8

60 000 LBS CAPACITY (27 000 KG)
Chainless load transfer system
Short turning radius
Easy emergency system
CONTAINER/PALLET HEAVY DUTY MAIN DECK LOADER

LAM 35 000 DP/B9

77 100 LBS CAPACITY (35 000 KG)
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LAM 35000 DP/B9
CONTAINER/PALLET
HEAVY DUTY MAIN DECK LOADER

77100 LBS CAPACITY
(35 000 KG)

main features

Chainless load transfer system
Short turning radius
Easy emergency system
3 ULDs lifting capacity on the main platform